Starting With Scripts
Thriving with multiple rehearsals in one classroom
(and teenagers, their talent, their egos and varied communication skills)
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Groups of
2,3,4,or 5
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Groups of Two

Three

Four

Five

A

Lemons - Sam Steiner

Looking for JJ –
Cassidy / Romer

Layla’s Room –
Sabrina
Mahfouz

Hearts – Luke
Norris

B

Taste of Honey –
Shelagh Delaney

Burning Monkey –
Sera Moore Williams

Kindertranspor
t – Diane
Samuels

Girls Like That Euan Placey

FREEZE FRAMES (6 elements)
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Connection
Excellent teamwork.
Facial expression
Connection
Different levels
Interesting body shapes

Groups of Two

Three

Four

Five

A

Lemons - Sam Steiner
1. The Date
2. Complicated TV Dinner
3. Can’t Say What We
Want To But I Love You

Looking for JJ– Cassidy /
Romer
1. A New Start for Alice
2. Have You Seen JJ? Reward
Available.
3. A Child’s Funeral
4. I Know Who You Really Are

Layla’s Room –
Sabrina Mahfouz
1. Best Mates
Forever!
2. Layla is Harrassed
by Joe. Monica
Dates Joe.
3. End of Friendship

Hearts – Luke Norris
1. 5 teenage footballers in a
ropey team, pre-match.
2. Captain is Stressing
3. The Team – joker,
wasteofspace, show off,
serious one, cool one,

B

Taste of Honey – Shelagh
Delaney
1. The New Flat is
Rubbish
2. You Don’t Support Me,
Mum
3. Helen Charms Jo Into
Getting Her a Drink

Burning Monkey – Sera
Moore Williams
1. A soldier with PTSD, now
homeless, asks a boy for
Rizla
2. Shell and Monkey Think
They Are In Love
3. Monkey Has To Join The
Army and Escape

Kindertransport –
Diane Samuels
1. Helga and Eva Say
Goodbye.
2. War
3. What Do You
Mean Mum Was A
Jewish Refugee?

Girls Like That - Euan Placey
1. Great mates at 5 years
old
2. Using phones and social
media to isolate, betray
and humiliate
3. We Used To be Mates, 25
Years Ago.
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1. Develop your freeze frames using further devising.
2. You can use extra freezes, pause-play-pause, movement sequences, narration,
multi role, character, dialogue, non-verbal communication or other techniques
to bring the scene to life.
3. In a class, select what your class will thrive with. You know them, their abilities
and limits – just 2 techniques is perfect.
4. Scaffold or give them freedom as you like. Lollipop sticks, devising dice or bits of
information about the story can all be utilised if that works for your learners
and you.
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What Next?

You could now get back to scripts.
Two more quick ideas
The Grid and Peer Assessment Bingo!
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TIME LINES
On paper/notebooks, write
each characters’ timeline.
Code conflict, themes, key
moments, in another
colour or with diagrams.

HOT SEAT
Choose a scene where a
character does something
interesting.
Hot seat them as though it
were just after this, to
question their decisions ( e.g.
p7 Layla’s Room – why does
Monica shoplift? )
PSYCHOLOGY FREEZE / CHALLENGE
1. Write 4 adjectives per character. Create 2 freezes per
character to represent their positive and negative aspects.
2. Choose and add 2-3 lines to each freeze to better show
the character’s complexities, strengths and weaknesses.

PHOTO ALBUM
Create a living photo album of
five photos using freezes and
narration to depict key
moments in your extract (e.g. Layla
and Monica hilariously doing booty squats,
Layla being bullied, Monica dismissing and
demeaning Layla)

MOVE IT MOVE IT
Create a short sequence
considering posture, dynamics,
tempo rhythm, gestures, walks,
travels, actions and pauses that
represents your character.
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Peer Assessment Grid:
Choose 3 elements that are being focused on in your specific lesson
Range of pitch,
pace and pause
for vocal effect

Actor can be heard,
clearly.

Use of gesture,
posture and
stillness is
developing.

Facial expression Performance shows
supports
understanding of context
meaning
and story

Lines are secure

Interpretation and
characterisation is
skilful, and
relationships, story and
emotions are clear.

Movement,
Spacing is
Individual Contribution is
proxemics and
excellent for cast clear and generous
dynamics support and audience
the story and
meaning

Use of sound and music
enhances meaning

Interactions
between cast are
effective and
supportive
No scripts on
stage

Interaction and
communication with
audience is confident

Use of set and
props enhances
meaning

Clear Artistic Intentions

Use of make up, hair choice
and costume enhances
meaning

Actor is in character.

The piece is fun to The piece is
watch
engaging for
audience

The piece has improved
from the last sharing

Projection, diction,
resonance and breath are
fluently used.

Focus and
concentration

Energy and effort is
sustained
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1. Do you believe Drama Matters? Do you believe Drama should be an entitlement for all
our children led by specialists in the curriculum?
2. Do you love Drama in educational contexts in and out of theatres, schools and
community spaces?
3. Could you get excited about celebrating your work where real learners are transformed
zrasheed@penistone-gs.uk
andPenistone,
inspired S36
in your
Penistone School, Huddersfield Road,
7BX classes?
4. Could you help us campaign for change?
Final Top Tip
5. Could you be a Drama Champion?

Encourage them to chunk up the script to learn it in
Please take a leaflet and have a chat – do join National Drama, help
sections.
us grow, and be part of something special. The more voices we have,
About 10 mins in,the
take
scripts
louder
we away.
can be.(Not the floor)
They can move to re-check lines but this frees
National Drama has campaigned for Drama for 30 years – be part of the next 30! Primary
young actors up and
speeds
up memorising
and
Roadshow,
Conference
in Nottingham, CLA,
Express our views to Ofsted, only official
subject association, bursaries, Student Voice, Book Reviewers, Publishing/
actual explorationconstituted
and rehearsing.
Workshop Leading opportunities for members, patron visits, Friday Feeling,
PATRONS: Jess Hynes, John Godber and Jane Thornton
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Thank You!
Starting With Scripts
Thriving with multiple rehearsals in one classroom
(and teenagers, their talent, their egos and varied communication skills)

